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Abstract
The decline in students’ interest in science and technology is a major concern
in the western world. One approach to reversing this decline is to introduce
modern physics concepts much earlier in the school curriculum. We have
used the context of the recent discoveries of gravitational waves to test the
benefits of one-day interventions, in which students are introduced to the
ongoing nature of scientific discovery, as well as the fundamental concepts
of quantum physics and gravitation, which underpin these discoveries. Our
innovative approach combines role-playing, model demonstrations, single
photon interference and gravitational wave detection, plus simple experiments
designed to emphasize the quantum interpretation of interference. We
compare understanding and attitudes through pre and post testing on four
age groups (school years 7, 8, 9 and 10), and compare results with those of
longer interventions with Year 9. Results indicate that neither prior knowledge
nor age are significant factors in student understanding of the core concepts
of Einsteinian physics. However we find that the short interventions are
insufficient to enable students to comprehend more derived concepts.
S Supplementary material for this article is available online

1. Introduction

[2] and opened the new field of gravitational
astronomy [3]. They also proved that gravity travels at the speed of light [4], and provided definitive observations of black holes [3]. Finally they
proved that heavy elements are created in the
coalescence of neutron stars [5].

The recent discovery of gravitational waves has
been described as ‘the discovery of the century’
[1]. The momentous discoveries from 2015 to
2017 proved the existence of gravitational waves
as ripples in space-time predicted by Einstein
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To comprehend gravitational waves and its
detection, students need to understand the fundamental concepts of Einsteinian physics: space-time
as an elastic medium, and quantum mechanics, the
key to which is understanding the particle nature
of light. Thus, the discovery of gravitational
waves provides the perfect context for learning the
quantum ideas of Einsteinian physics and interpreting the modern understanding of light.
There is an increasing recognition of the
need to modernize school physics. This has led to
the development of projects like ReleQuant [6],
the curriculum of Excellence in Scotland [7] and
curriculum in Korea [8], which introduces these
topics to high school students and LIGO-EPO [9]
which has strongly emphasized the importance of
gravitational waves to the general public.
Research has shown that it is both possible
and effective to introduce Einsteinian physics
early in schools [10, 11]. The research reported
here is a part of the ‘Einstein-First’ project carried out by a team of physicists and science education researchers in Western Australia. We are
developing and testing materials based on models
and analogies [11–13] designed for introducing
Einsteinian physics at an early age.
A particular reason for early introduction
of Einsteinian physics concepts is to avoid conceptual conflicts that arise when Newtonian and
Euclidean concepts that have been taught implicitly or explicitly at school must be replaced later
by Einsteinian concepts. For example Euclidean
geometry and associated geometrical form
ulae taught at primary school carry with them
implicit belief of mathematical exactness while
in reality they are approximations. Newtonian
gravity carries with it the idea that space is an
abstract mathematical entity independent of matter, time is absolute and gravity is a force field
that emerges from planets. In reality, spacetime
is more like an elastic fabric, time is relative, and
gravity is a manifestation of curved spacetime,
and in particular the gradient in time created by
mass.
If the Einsteinian paradigm can be learnt from
an early age, students will be able to experience
a seamless progression of learning from primary
to tertiary level. We do not advocate abandoning
classical physics because many important phenomena are still understandable using classical
physics. However it should be understood as a
November 2018

set of useful and important approximations that
can be introduced after learning the Einsteinian
paradigm.
Another reason for introducing Einsteinian
physics at an early age is that much of Einsteinian
physics, from quantum mechanics of semiconductors and cameras, to the gravitational time
dilation in GPS clocks, is embodied in mobile
phones which gives a level of relevance that is
important for student motivation.
The Einstein-First project has developed a
set of models and analogies which when tested in
longer interventions has yielded positive results.
In a 20-lesson program, results show that students
can achieve substantial understanding and long
term retention of core concepts [14]. Such long
interventions are difficult to implement within
school curriculum. For this reason, we investigate the understanding and attitudinal changes
of students during a single day intervention. This
allowed us to compare four different age groups
with identical programs.
Short interventions have been shown to be
significant in influencing student’s career choices
[15]. For example, in a survey carried out on
more than 1000 students by Wynarczyk and Hale,
it was found that 52% of the participants said
their career choices were influenced by a scientists’ or engineers’ visit to their workplace, and
24% of them commented that they chose their
career by the influence of their visit to scientists’
and engineers’ workplaces [16]. This assertion is
resonated by a quote based on short interventions
from Laursen et al [15].
‘When the intervention strategy chosen is
short in duration, like a scientist’s visit to a
classroom, the immediate outcomes of such
events are primarily affective, compared
with other strategies such as curriculum
change or teacher professional development
where deeper learning may take place. Short
duration intervention strategies are based
on a change model with the premise that
developing interest and enthusiasm around
science, having positive experiences with
science, meeting science role models, and
learning about science careers will translate
down the road to more students pursuing
advanced science education and careers in
high school, college, and beyond’.
2
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2. Gravitational wave detectors and the
quantum properties of light

As mentioned earlier, there is a decline in
the number of students studying science [17]. A
study by Hasan on 1745 secondary and university
students across Australia, suggested declining
intrinsic motivation among secondary students
and a need to investigate innovative approaches
to teaching science [17].
The above concerns and conclusions motivated us to design a short intervention program
that combines multiple components by including a visit to a gravitational wave research centre; interactions with researchers; role plays to
explore the ongoing process of discovery; whole
class activities to explore the physics of gravitational wave detectors and small group experiments in which students record laser interference
measurements using their mobile phones.
To investigate the age response of students, we delivered identical programs to four
age groups from the same school (years 7, 8,
9 and 10) of academically talented students.
We used identical pre and post tests to determine their initial knowledge, and attitudes.
This age range was designed to span the grade
level and age when students’ interest in science
begins to decline [18]. We discover what level
of understanding the students have in advance,
particularly to assess their prior knowledge and
ability to comprehend concepts which are only
taught at senior specialist level. The findings are
analyzed and compared with longer interventions conducted previously in this project with
Year 9 students.
In the following section, we summarize the
physics context of our program: gravitational
wave detectors and the quantum description of
light including a discussion, and the core and
derived quantum concepts we wish to impart. In
section 3, we describe the activity based learning
methods we used including the role play, the models and analogies, and the hands-on experiment
sessions. In section 4, we describe the research
methodology. Section 5 presents research findings and results which include interesting gender
effects and the differing responses to core and
derived concepts. Results are compared with the
results of longer but similar interventions. This
allows us to draw clear conclusions in regard to
the benefits of short interventions discussed in the
final section.
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In this program, we used video materials to first
illustrate the idea that gravitational waves, ripples
in space-time, change the distances between pairs
of objects because the space itself stretches and
shrinks oppositely in perpendicular directions.
We use this concept, and the exciting discovery
gravitational waves from coalescing black holes
and neutron stars as a motivation, but focus on the
concept of ultra-precision measurement using an
interferometer. We contrast the classical description of light shown in a LIGO video [19] with the
quantum description based on photons, which
naturally explains how measurement noise arises
due to the discrete nature of photons. This is illustrated using videos of single photon interference
[20]. The contrasting pictures of interference
illustrated in figure 1 become the main focus of
our program.
Our program is based on Richard Feynman’s
qualitative vector approach introduced in QED:
The Strange Theory of Light and Matter (1985)
[21]. We introduce Feynman through the role
play, with his assertion:
‘I want to emphasize that light comes in
this form—particles. It is very important
to know that light behaves like particles,
especially for those of you who have gone
to school, where you were probably told
something about light behaving like waves’.
Modern optical technology makes it easy to
observe the quantum nature of light, but quantum
interference was recognized in 1909, when Taylor
showed that a 2000 h exposure of highly attenuated x-rays still produces an interference pattern
[22]. It has recently been shown that human eyes
can sense single photons [23]. Videos of single
particle interference show that the apparent wave
nature only emerges when large numbers of photons create a quasi-continuous pattern characteristic of a classical wave [13, 24].
Our program replaces the classical interpretation of diffraction and interference with the idea
that whenever light is allowed to take two alternative paths, then the phenomenon of interference
occurs. It is a phenomenon in which the probability of a photon arriving at a particular location

3
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Figure 1. (a) A screen grab from the LIGO video [19] that uses a classical picture of light to explain how a
Michelson interferometer is sensitive to the stretching and squeezing of space. A classical wave splits exactly in
half at a beam splitter, and later recombines. (b) When classical light is replaced by photons (represented by dots)
the nature of quantum interference must be confronted, but measurement noise and measurement uncertainty due
to the statistical nature of light follows naturally. Courtesy Caltech/MIT/LIGO Laboratory.

to introduce two core concepts: light comes as
photons, and photons carry momentum. In addition we wanted to measure the uptake of the
three derived concepts: (a) interference occurs
whenever the light can take two alternative paths
(b) momentum of photons causes measurement
uncertainties and (c) wavelength sets the scale
size for interference.

follows the mathematics of vectors, and depends
on a property shared by all moving objects:
wavelength.
In our program, we visualise the concept
of wavelength in ocean waves (we show images
of ocean waves diffracting around islands) but
emphasise that it is a property of all matter and
radiation. Similarly momentum (which we experience when we catch a fast ball) is also a universal
property of all matter and radiation. Everything
has wavelength and everything has momentum.
For advanced students (but not used in this
one day intervention) the universal relationship
between wavelength and momentum can be introduced. This is the De-Broglie wavelength formula

3. Active learning methods for quantum
properties of light
Active (i.e. hands-on) learning has been shown to
be effective in promoting critical thinking [25].
Therefore, we designed a program which engages
students to learn quantum properties of light
through a succession of activities and experiments in the context of gravitational waves. As
discussed in section 1, it includes role play, activities based on models and analogies, videos and
images, face to face discussions, and a hands-on
experiment session.

wavelength = Plancks constant/momentum.

The tiny magnitude of Planck’s constant tells
us that wavelength is important for tiny things
but unimportant for cricket balls. Many modern
physics experiments use interference of electrons,
neutrons, atoms and molecules. All are characterized by a wavelength which depends on the particle’s momentum.
To introduce all these concepts in a one day
intervention is clearly a challenging task. In order
to encapsulate the quantum concepts, we have
broken them down into four concepts, each supported by observational facts. They have been
discussed in detail in appendix A (stacks.iop.org/
PhysEd/53/065020/mmedia).
Our program was to determine what level
of quantum understanding we could impart in a
one day intervention. Our overriding goal was
November 2018

3.1. Science role play
The program begins with a role play session
designed to create a learning environment that
creates laughter and encourages whole class
involvement.
The role play brings together three key scientists Heinrich Hertz, Albert Einstein and Richard
Feynman as well as a journalist and a narrator.
Students wear simple costume props to identify
their roles. No preparation is required: students
4
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read a simple script with highlighted text for each
actor (see appendix D).
Simple props indicate Hertz’s laboratory
environment. The role play explains the discovery
of electromagnetic waves by Hertz and the emergence of quantum description of electromagnetic
radiation. It depicts how in 1905 Einstein used the
concept of photons to explain Hertz’ observation
of the photoelectric effect in 1887 [26, 27], and
how both the photon concept and Einstein’s prediction of gravitational waves were endorsed and
confirmed by Feynman. The role play is designed
to establish a parallel between electromagnetic
waves and gravitational waves, leading to expectations of future breakthroughs as the gravitational wave spectrum is explored. The entire
theme of the role play encapsulates the ongoing
process of scientific enquiry which leads to successive questions, predictions, discoveries and
further questions.

3.2.2. Creating alternative paths for photons. To
help students learn the key concept that interferometers require light to take two alternative paths
to reach the same point, we give students the practical challenge of creating two alternative paths
for the toy interferometer. They are presented
with a flat plastic sheet (such as a CD case) which
acts a partially reflecting mirror for the light from
a green laser pointer. Partial reflection means that
photons have a probability of being reflected or
transmitted. Students working in teams or in front
of the class with other students advising, are challenged to direct beams simultaneously towards
the two mirrors of the toy interferometer shown
in figure 3. Most students experience significant
difficulties but quickly learn the key aspects of
reflected and transmitted beams that enables them
to complete the challenge by correctly orienting
the beam splitter.
3.2.3. Single photon interference and simple
vector addition. Supported by videos and images

3.2. Intuitive learning with a toy model
interferometer

of laser interferometer gravitational wave detectors such as figure 1, combined with videos of single photon interference [28], we emphasize that
interference patterns arise because of changes in
the probability of the arrival of photons.
In dark locations the probability is zero,
while in bright locations the probability is 1.
Vector mathematics is introduced using wooden
arrows. Students are asked to add them to create
a value of 2 or 0. Students quickly grasp the idea
of placing arrows head to tail to create different resultants which include arbitrary resultants
between 0 and 2 if they are oriented in different
angles.
The important connection between vector
direction and physical waves is made through use
of transparent cards displaying the sine function
as discussed in section 2. The key messages are
(a) the mathematics of the addition of classical
waves is the same as the mathematics of adding
quantum probabilities, and (b) one wavelength
equals one cycle of rotation of vector direction
[29]. The connection with the macroscopic world
is emphasized using images of ocean waves diffracting around an island (see figure 4(a)), which
itself prepares students for the experiment of the
diffraction of laser light around a human hair
described in 3.5(c) below.

To prepare students for interference experiments,
we use a toy model interferometer to allow interactive whole class experiments and discussion,
in which several volunteers undertake simple
tasks that illustrate the key concepts discussed in
section 2.
3.2.1. Radiation pressure. We use toy-model

photons and suspended toy mirrors (see figure 3)
to demonstrate the effect of photon momentum
on mirrors used in gravitational wave interferometers [30]. The toy photons are Nerf gun bullets so
the Nerf gun is a toy laser. Students observe the
recoil of the mirrors due to the momentum of the
nerf-gun bullets. Lighter mass mirrors recoil more
than more massive mirrors. The recoil can be
estimated using a ruler to determine the relationship between recoil and mirror mass. The main
concept of this activity demonstrates that the random arrival of photons causes uncertainty in the
position of the mirrors. This is a manifestation of
the Heisenberg uncertainly principle in quantum
mechanics. The effect of photon momentum acting on mirrors in gravitational wave detectors
sets limits on the sensitivity of gravitational wave
detectors.

November 2018
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Figure 2. A poster used to depict the concept of interference arising whenever light can take two (or more)
alternative paths. The soap bubble colour patterns are an everyday example of interference.

Figure 3. The toy model interferometer activity. Nerf gun bullets are fired at the mirrors to illustrate the concept of
photon momentum. Then a beam of green laser light is split by a transparent plastic plate into two beams directed
towards the two polystyrene suspended mirrors placed perpendicular to each other. The students are challenged
to achieve the laser beam alignment which requires careful adjustment of the beam splitter and understanding of
reflection and transmission.

November 2018
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Figure 4. (a) A poster of human hair diffraction. The image showing waves diffracting around an island. This
image is shown and compared with the diffraction of light by human. It is used as an analogy to show how
diffraction is a characteristics of both matter and radiation. Reproduced with permission from Adam Perry. Island
wave refraction, as seen out the window leaving the ixtapa/zihuatanejo airport. https://www.flickr.com/photos/
industrialbarn/436088455/in/gallery-physicsclassroom-72157625274620927/ (b) A laser beam strikes a vertical
human hair (held by double sided tape) across a window in a cardboard frame. The diffraction pattern created by
a vertical hair. The distance between consecutive bright or dark fringes is used to calculate the hair diameter using
the formula given in appendix E.

laser modules. Only one of them, the Michelson
interferometer, uses optical equipment in the
form of surface coated mirrors, a beam splitter,
mirror mounts and a rigid frame. The experiments
are designed to reinforce the conceptual framework introduced earlier. We make a particular
effort to remind students that because light travels
extremely fast, there is generally only one photon present in the apparatus at any time, so the
experiments show phenomena similar to the single photon interference they observed in a video.
Students use mobile phones to capture images
and sound, and do a simple calculation for the
experiments.

3.3. Real research experience
and laboratory tour
As mentioned earlier, students’ career choices are
influenced by direct interaction with researchers
and scientists. The purpose of this activity is to
allow students to meet young researchers (PhD
students and researchers working at the Australian
International Gravitational-wave Observatory
at Gingin, Western Australia), to realize that
researchers are ordinary people like themselves,
and to hear about the fun and the difficulties of
scientific research.
3.4. Three experiments on photon
interference

4. Methodology

The program described below is based on three
sets of three low-cost laser interferometer experiments (described in appendix B and the images
below) designed to allow 18 students to work
together in pairs. The experiments use low cost
November 2018

4.1. Participants and program delivery
The intervention program reported here involved
103 students from Year 7–10 of Mount Lawley
Senior High School, Western Australia. The
7
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students of Year 7 were gifted and talented in
language while the students of Year 8–10 were
gifted and talented in science. The programs
were delivered by the same group of researchers, and students from the same school were
selected deliberately to minimize any effects of
socio-economic background.
Our program does not use control groups
to compare results. Rather we compare our
results with previous longer interventions, and
between age groups. We select middle school
age groups because we want to test ability to
accept Einsteinian concepts before the contradictory Newtonian concepts have become too
entrenched. We wanted to determine the level of
acceptance as a function of age, thereby helping
us determine how to structure an optimum curriculum that would build an Einsteinian concept
understanding throughout student’s schooling.

types of electromagnetic waves and explain what
they are, designed to test students’ ability to
remember and explain scientific facts from the
program. (Q6) tested the concept that light has
energy, a familiar concept in a country where
solar energy is very popular. (Q7) was related to a
derived Einsteinian concept that energy has mass.
(Q6) and (Q7) also served as an insight to students’ prior knowledge.
These conceptual questions required shortresponses, the answers to which were evaluated
and marked. The marking criteria were full marks
for the correct answer with explanation, half for
correct answer without explanation and 0 for no
response or incorrect response. Every question
had different weightage viz. Q1, Q3, Q4, Q5 carried 2 marks, Q6 and Q7 carried 1 marks and Q2
carried 3 marks.
questionnaire. There were
seven attitudinal questions based on Likert scale
items. The Likert scale marks were quantified
according to 1–5 scale, 1 for strongly disagree
and 5 for strongly agree and inverted for negative
questions. We calculate the average score for each
question (see table 3 in appendix C).

4.2.2. Attitudinal

4.2. Questionnaire description
We developed two pairs of identical questionnaires: pre/post program conceptual understanding and pre/post program attitudinal tests. The
pre-program tests were conducted in the classroom before arrival at the Australian International
Gravitational Observatory site, while post-program tests were also conducted in the classroom
after a gap of one day. Respondents were allotted
15–20 min for their responses.

4.2.3. Questionnaire validity and interpretation. The questions were validated on the basis

of following important points:
(a)	We used the topics covered in the program
as the basis in designing conceptual and
attitudinal questionnaires, where only
content-related items were tested.
(b)	It was considered whether the students are
able to interpret the questions correctly. For
example, for the question ‘What is light’,
it was explicitly explained that here ‘light’
does not mean the opposite of ‘heavy’.
(c)	The attitudinal questions were selected from
the literature [31, 32], drafted and modified
to match the program.
(d)	The questionnaires were verified by a panel
of science educators and researchers for their
validity.

4.2.1. Conceptual questionnaire. The concep-

tual questions were developed mainly considering two basic elements: (a) ability to understand
the core concepts and (b) ability to understand
the derived concepts discussed in section 2. For
example ‘Can light exert forces on things?’ was
used as a question to test students’ understanding that photons carry momentum which is one of
the core ideas of Einsteinian physics. The question ‘What aspect of light can cause uncertainty in
measurement?’ termed as ‘derived concept’ was
used to test students’ ability to understand the
phenomenon of uncertainty principle by applying
this concept into a new situation.
In total seven questions (see table 2 in appendix C) were set in advance for the conceptual
understanding test. (Q1) and (Q3) tested core concepts and (Q4), (Q5) and (Q7) tested derived concepts. (Q2) asked students to name three different
November 2018

4.3. Data analysis
This research was framed within a quantitative,
empirical-analytical design. Data analysis of
8
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conceptual questionnaire was done by comparing
student’s pre and post program scores. Students’
responses to each question was analyzed in terms
of gender and age. The ratio of post and pre-test
average scores were obtained to find the improvement factor for each attitudinal question. Scores
of questions 3 and 7 in attitudinal questionnaires
were inverted for analysis because they were
negative in nature. Furthermore, t-tests were performed to determine statistically significant difference in scores with p-value set as 0.05.

of the improvement is presented in figure 9. The
improvements of Year 8 and Year 9 girls were
substantially higher than boys and Year 10 was
marginally the same. Only in the case of Year
7 the improvement factor was higher for boys.
Finally, we analyze students’ performance in
terms of ‘core’ and ‘derived’ concepts presented
in the table 2 (see appendix C).
As seen in table 2, the answer to (Q6) were
unanimously correct in every class in both pre and
post-tests. We were surprised and impressed that
not one student failed this question. Regarding
E  =  mc2, this concept was not covered explicitly in the program due to insufficient time. Thus
the topic was not addressed well and we would
expect no significant change. This raises a question: why did scores for this question improve? It
could be due to some students making the following logical connection: light has energy and light
is made of photons. But photons have momentum,
and momentum is associated with mass. Hence
energy also has mass.
We conclude that the students were able to
extrapolate the concept of E  =  mc2 using their
prior knowledge and their understanding of the
derived concepts in the program.
After analyzing the core and the derived concepts, we observe that more than 95% Year 8–10
and ~75% of Year 7 students were able to answer
the core concepts. We observe a near universal
acceptance for the core concepts among students
of Year 8–10. However, for the derived concepts
there was comparatively weak acceptance with
less than 35% of Year 7–9 and ~47% of Year 10
students being able to answer correctly.
As presented in the histograms below, there
is a steady improvement as a function of age for
the derived concepts. The highest improvement is
observed for Year 10 students with an improvement factor of 5.1. The improvement for the core
concept was the least for Year 10 students implying that in comparison to other classes, Year 10
students were more familiar with Einsteinian concepts prior to the program.
One significant conclusion is that the core
ideas of Einsteinian physics can readily be introduced across Year 7–10. However, for more subtle
concepts like the uncertainty principle, and how
wavelength determines the ability to make sensitive measurements, the results are not strong. To
understand this better, we will compare the results

5. Results and discussion
In this section we analyse student’s improvement
in conceptual understanding as well as attitude,
both in terms of age and gender. We also compare
our results of conceptual understanding with that
of a 10-week long intervention and observe for
any significant differences.
5.1. An analysis of conceptual improvement
and understanding
In table 1 (see appendix C) we analyze the performance of the students in terms of boys and girls
for each year level. The average improvement
factors of boys and girls were found to be 1.7 and
2.2, respectively.
In figures 8(a)–(d) we present histograms
of students’ performance before and after each
program. We observe an improvement in students’ conceptual understanding after each program. The average post-test conceptual scores of
Year 8–10 students were greater than 50%, substantially higher than their pre-test scores. The
average of Year 7 (who were talented language
students) was ~35% substantially low in comparison to other three classes (who were talented
science students). The number of students who
scored more than 50% after each program are 2,
14, 17 and 15 for Year 7, 8, 9 and 10, respectively.
The figures indicate a significant difference
between pre-test and post-test total conceptual
scores. This implies that Einsteinian physics concepts are not covered well in school science curriculum and can be readily introduced across Year
7–10 through active learning methods.
We found no correlation between pre and
post-test score on overall understanding when
analyzed in terms of age. A gender based analysis
November 2018
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Figure 5. A poster used in the program to interpret the soap film interference. We contrast the classical and
quantum descriptions of light.

talented students. The clear ceiling-effect for this
question demonstrates that virtually all students
came to the program with a very positive attitude
to the importance of science. Slight improvement
for Year 9 and Year 10 boys are not significant.

with a long intervention conducted previously
with Year 9 students in section 5.3.
5.2. An analysis of improvement in attitude
Table 3 (see appendix C) summarizes the attitude
test scores and improvement factors of boys and
girls for each class year in terms of individual
questions. The data shows that student attitudes
to science (Q1) and to methods of learning (Q2)
were generally very positively held before the
trial, so that on average there was little room for
improvement. However the inverted question on
experiments (Q3) generally showed significant
change. Below we present an extensive analysis
of the attitude of the students for every question.

2.	I would prefer to find out why something
happens by doing an experiment than by
being told.
3.	I would rather agree with other people than
do an experiment to find out for myself.
Questions 2 and 3 test student interest in an
experimental approach to learning. The very high
scores in 2 demonstrate that students entered the
trial with a very positive attitude to experiments
and there was little room for improvement. In
spite of this a significant increase in score was
observed across all year levels. However the
inverted Q3 testing the same idea showed substantial changes. There were varied responses
in support of learning by experiment, including

1.	People need to understand science because it
affects their lives.
The very high scores show that this question
is not a useful measure of attitude for academically
November 2018
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Figure 6. (a) A table-top Michelson interferometer used to investigate the physics of gravitational wave detectors.
The beam splitter, end mirrors and pick off glass for audio output are illuminated. (b) Interference pattern observed
on a wall about 1 meter from the Michelson interferometer output.

Figure 7. (a) Set up for soap film interference. A laser directed downwards reflects from an angled soap film is
created by dipping a copper wire loop into a pot of soap solution. Out-of-plane twisting of the loop is creates a
spherical film surfaces that magnifies the reflected beam. (b) The high contrast interference pattern projected onto
a nearby wall. Dark regions are places where the probability of photons arriving due to interference is minimal
and the bright regions are where the probability is maximum. The pattern evolves with time and also can display
many beautiful effects such as 2D vorticity.

substantial strong responses for Year 8 boys and
Year 10 girls. On average there is a preference
for activity-based learning by all the classes
tested.

students and no improvement for Year 7 presumably because they were selected language students.
5.	Science classes teach me new things which
are interesting.

4.	I would like to have a career in science.

This question tests students’ enjoyment of
science. The high pre-scores again show that
students are already have an extremely positive
attitude to science, which is probably an outcome
of the widely recognized high quality science
teaching at the particular school. However we do
observe an improvement in attitude for Year 7–9

This question indicates the program had
minimal effect on career choices, contrary to the
results reported by Laursen et al [15]. There was
small effect for Year 8 and Year 9 boys towards
career choices. The high ceiling effect resulted
in comparatively less improvement in Year 10
November 2018
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Pre and post test scores for year 7

(a)

Pre and post test score for year 8

(b)

100%
Pre-test

100%

Post-test

50%

25%

0%

0%

n = 24

100%

Pre and post test scores for year 9
Pre-test

Post-test

100%
Scores

50%
25%

n = 26
Pre and post test scores for year 10

(d)

75%
Score

Post-test

50%

25%

(c)

Pre-test

75%
Scores

Scores

75%

Pre-test

Post-test

75%
50%
25%
0%

0%
n = 28

n = 26

Figure 8. (a) Pre and post test scores for 24 students of Year 7 arranged in ascending order of the pre-test results.
We observe that five students do not undergo any change in his/her score and except four students who scored
lower, all the students score significantly higher after the program. The average rise in score is by a factor of 1.5.
(b) Pre and post test scores for 26 students of Year 8 arranged in ascending order of pre-test results. We observe
that except one student who scored lower and one whose scores were equal, all the students score significantly
higher after the program. The average rise in score is by a factor of 1.9. (c) Pre and post test scores for 28 students
of Year 9 arranged in ascending order of pre-test results. We observe that except one student who scored equal,
all the students score significantly higher after the program. The average rise in score is by a factor of 2.6. (d).
Pre and post test scores for 26 students of Year 10 arranged in ascending order of pre-test results. We observe that
except two students who scored less and one who scored equal, all the students score significantly higher after the
program. The average rise in score is by a factor of 1.9.

covered extensively in their syllabus through the
program itself.

boys and Year 10 girls. The highest improvement
was for Year 8 boys whose improvement factor
was 1.5. This suggests that the program did spark
some extra interest in this group.

7.	Science is only for smarter people.
This question tests stereotypical views that
science is a subject for nerds and smarter people.
A moderate improvement in attitude was observed
in three classes. The highest improvement was for
Year 9 girls whose improvement factor was 1.7.
The response to this question suggests that the
program was able to demystify science among
the students.
Overall the attitude test shows that the combination of activity-based learning and meeting real
researchers created a positive attitudinal change
in students. While there was scatter between
classes, there was no particular age dependence
for attitude.

6.	Science classes would be more interesting if
we learnt modern topics.
Significant improvement factors in Year 9
and Year 10 indicate that students found the new
topics interesting. Their relatively low pre-scores
indicate that they did not enter the program with
negative views that their current curriculum is
weak in modern topics. Students agree that modern topics are interesting and are not included
extensively in their curriculum. The highest
improvement is for Year 10 girls whose improvement factor was 1.5. This perhaps indicates that
students became aware that modern topics are not
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Figure 9. Gender based analysis on the improvement scores in conceptual understanding for each year level. The
red and green histograms represent the improvement factors of boys and girls, respectively. The improvements
of Year 8 and Year 9 girls are substantially higher than boys and Year 10 is marginally the same. In Year 7 the
improvement factor was higher for boys.

In this program, 77% of the total students
were gifted and talented in science who scored
very high in the pre-tests which resulted in the
clear ceiling-effects observed. The questions used
in the program could be more useful in testing
attitudes of less motivated and lower achieving
students. This attitude questionnaire also highlights the difficulty in designing questionnaires
suitable for use across a broad range of students.
It is interesting that despite lower knowledge
scores, we observed an improved attitude in students of Year 7 which were quite consistent with
the improvement of Year 8–10. This indicates that
Einsteinian physics interventions could induce
positive changes in students’ attitude, regardless
of their academic level or age group which is an
interesting case to investigate further.
When analyzed overall in terms of gender,
the improvement in attitude was moderate compared to conceptual improvement.

time for ideas to be assimilated and students could
consolidate the concepts with worksheets that followed up each session. Students’ response were
analyzed using similar pre and post-test questionnaires as used in the program described above.
The conceptual questionnaires were designed
to measure the intake of the core understanding
of Einsteinian physics by asking questions such
as: ‘Can two parallel lines meet?’ ‘What do you
understand by the term light?’ The attitudinal
questions were designed to test students’ attitude
by asking questions based on students’ interest in
physics, relevance of Einsteinian physics etc.
Some of the activities used in the one day
program were similar to the 20-lesson program.
For example in both the programs, nerf-gun projectiles were used as an analogy to describe the
photon momentum effect. Also similar conceptual questions (for example ‘What is light’) were
used in both the programs to measure the students’ core understanding of Einsteinian physics.
Therefore, it is quite reasonable to compare
the results of the two programs and observe for
differences. The results on conceptual understanding from the two programs have been presented in table 4 given in appendix C:
We observe that in the 10-week program,
students’ average post-test score is 73% and 91%
in Year 2013 and 2014, respectively. According
to Kaur et al this difference occurred due to the
following two factors: (a) the presenter’s skill

5.3. A comparison with 10-week long
intervention program
A 10-week program on Einsteinian physics was
conducted by Kaur et al in 2013 and 2014 with
academically talented Year 9 students [14]. The
20-lesson program focused on teaching general
relativity and quantum physics using similar models and analogies to those used here. With substantially more time available there was enough
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Figure 10. (a) An analysis on the improvement scores in conceptual understanding of the core concepts based
on each year level. The highest improvement factor is observed for Year 8. We observe no correlation in terms
of age. (b) An analysis on the improvement scores in conceptual understanding of the derived concepts based on
each year level. We observe a steady improvement in terms of age with the highest improvement factor of 5.1 for
Year 10 students.

significantly improved in 2014 through the experience of the first year, (b) In 2014 students undertook a mid-program test which may have helped
to reinforce their learning.
In the one day program the average posttest score for core concepts was more than 95%
for Year 8–10 students and 75% for Year 7 students. This is comparable to the 10-week program. However, the students score significantly
less when we consider the derived concepts. The
students of Year 7–9 scored within 31%–34% and
the students of Year 10 scored 47% in the derived
concepts.
One interesting observation from the pre and
post test results was that the scores were independent of each other in both cases except Year
7 in the one day program. This suggest that prior
knowledge is not a factor for comprehending
Einsteinian physics concepts. Moreover students
were able to understand the concepts irrespective
of their age or duration of the program. Above
results also suggest that short programs are not
suitable to introduce more subtle concepts of
Einsteinian physics such as photon momentum
can cause uncertainty in measurement or wavelength of light sets the scale of measurement.
Therefore, we can conclude that long interventions can be used to focus on the derived concepts
while short intervention will be suitable for core
concepts.

core concepts are independent of any age group.
Students understand the derived concepts in long
intervention which suggests that the scope for
short interventions needs to be reduced and the
extended program can lead to a broad literacy of
the Einsteinian concepts.
It was Year 10 whose conceptual understanding of the derived concepts was the highest. This
suggests that it could be better to focus on core
concepts at earlier ages, and introduce the derived
concepts later. This could be tested by covering
similar material in greater depth through longer
interventions, to determine whether it is age or
exposure time that determines understanding of
more subtle and derived concepts.
A lower response from the non-science students suggest that program need to be adapted
to support weaker students. The flat response of
post-test results as a function of pre-test scores
as reported by Kaur et al [14] suggests that talent
(as measured by pre-test score) is not the determining issue for introducing Einsteinian physics.
This apparent contradiction needs to be resolved
with further studies. We are trying to resolve this
issue by conducting a 10-lesson program with a
different talent stream of Year 7 classes.
There was an attitudinal difference observed
in both the program. When averaged over all the
students the conceptual mean scores improve by
a factor of 1.7 and 2.2 for boys and girls, respectively. In spite of strong ceiling effect, the attitudinal mean scores improve by a factor of 1.17
and 1.14 for boys and girls, respectively. It was
interesting to see that in two out of four cases,

6. Conclusion
From figures 10(a) and (b) we can see a clear
age dependence for the derived concepts while
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girl’s improvement in understanding substanti
ally exceed the boys’ (in one case it was almost
equal), although the girls started with comparatively lower score before the intervention.
All the above results support previous findings which indicate that Einsteinian physics is
readily accepted by high school students. There is
significant evidence that girls respond more positively compared to boys. We cannot determine
whether this is due to the nature of the material or
the activity based learning, which has previously
been shown to encourage female improvement
[33]. Hence this program can be used as an effective case study to create longer interventions for
further implementation of Einsteinian physics.
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